
Perform and Transform
eAPM economic Application Portfolio Management 



Our promise

A proven solution to raise  
IT performance

Perform to deliver operational excellence: IT cost, Quality of service, Time to value 

Transform to support a truly digital business: Speed & agility, Digital innovation, Business value

27%
The average level of 
achievable savings p.a. we 
deliver to clients, based on 
their application spend

Dramatically lower your IT cost
Freeing up resources for modernization 
and innovation

While sustainably improving your IT performance
By implementing an Industrial Model for IT 
addressing multi-speed need

Creating the conditions to embark the Businesses 
in the digital transformation initiatives 

IT is a comprehensive methodology for IT landscape analysis targeting current IT foundations - portfolio, operating model, total 
cost of ownership, sourcing strategy, business criticality, technical health, resource allocation, etc. - to systematically identify 
areas of performance with high potential opportunities and cost reduction. 

In a rapidly changing business climate, we see a perceptible sense of urgency for CIOs to tackle the perennial topic of how to 
reduce IT run costs while supporting growth: ‘How to do more with less?’ 

This urgency stems from their need to be seen as a ‘Business Partner’, leading their business leverage of new digital technologies 
to stay competitive in balancing two dimensions – Perform and Transform.

eAPM (economic Application Portfolio Management) is Capgemini’s proven solution to put the right operational structure and 
practices in place to help CIOs continuously reduce IT costs, raising the bar on the current IT performance overall business as 
usual is secured, time to value is improved.

Improve IT 
operational 

excellence & reduce 
run cost

Deliver at the speed 
& agility demanded 

by business

Transform the 
portfolio to support 

a truly digital 
business

Improve business 
performance and 

reduce risk

Perform Transform
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See your IT like never before

Seven years of research and innovation have led us to develop a factual assessment methodology embedding a world class 
tooling - LINKSITP: a SaaS solution leveraging a unique source of data underpinned by extensive Benchmarks made up of over 
500 portfolios and 7 million data points.

Powered by Capgemini’s proprietary powerful  Artificial Intelligence engine that can analyze data and find correlations, the 
solution is exploring 2 performance levers: 

Size of the portfolios in the database 
(#apps) 

13 industry sectors

Research

Dynamically visualize your IT
Interactive Bubble Graphs, Business 
Process Maps, Scatter Graphs and Heat 
Maps enable you to segment data to 
create different views for analyses 
& sharing 

Benchmark your IT performance 
Compare your portfolio and 
organization performance against 
our best practice benchmarks and 
identify actions to improve them, along 
with real time simulation of the 
resultant savings

Improve your IT performance 
Get in-depth analyses reports on your 
portfolio & operating model – LINKS ITP 
Tool provides innovative, graphical 
views for deeper insights that can help 
you uncover and address low 
performance
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Rationalization 
lever

Organization 
efficiency lever

Resources

Applications

Organization

Infrastructures

Costs
Business Processes

Application rationalization

Infrastructure rationalization

Move to Cloud

Business-IT alignment

Digital readiness measurement

Operating model optimization

Sourcing consolidation strategy

DevOps eligibility

LINKS
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LINKSITP shows:

• how you are positioned with respect to cost effectiveness and business value
• how you perform on key dimensions

Full transparency and new insights

The typical questions a CIO is facing, and the answers based on the data analyzed are given. The supporting facts can be further 
drilled down. LINKSITP also makes recommendations on how to overcome the weaknesses identified by proposing specific 
remedial actions.

40 key performance indicators are available to measure your IT portfolio & organization efficiency against benchmarks across 
industry sectors, geographies and IT organization sizes and pinpoint areas for improvement:
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Dynamic overview of the IT portfolio

LINKSITP uses an intelligent combination of portfolio 
characteristics (business criticality, solution health, technical 
obsolescence) and TCO to assign specific rationalization 
destinies per application e.g. decommissioning without 
replacement. It can point out critical applications with 
instability or obsolescence issues which need to be 
migrated or improved, or non-critical applications with 
significant spend to reduce cost.

LINKSITP provides standard views to discover portfolio by IT domains, budget breakdown, technology mix, your global delivery 
model or the risks in your portfolio.
The automatic application portfolio analysis gives the potential destiny for each application based on its characteristics. 

Portfolio analysis

Grading and segmenting applications like the age, business 
criticality, functional complexity, etc.

Portfolio rationalization
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DevOps IT readiness

DevOps is fast becoming a must to meet the time to market 
demands from business.

To identify the best suited applications to deploy DevOps, 
LINKSITP looks at two factors: the change index which is a 
combination of the number of go-lives and the percentage 
spend on changes; and the ratio of virtualized servers used 
by the applications.

Cloud strategy 

How well is your IT team equipped to meet the needs of 
your future digital enterprise? Our IT digital readiness is 
computed per business domain and by the effort spent on 
changes and projects. We look at multiple factors to gauge 
the digital readiness. Chief among them are the adoption of 
digital technologies, the agility of your delivery model and 
the adaptability of your existing portfolio of applications.  
LINKSITP allows to simulate the impact of specific actions to 
improve digital readiness and save it.

Digital readiness

In sum, LINKSITP can analyze specific data related to both application and infrastructure elements to identify the preferred 
target infrastructure for each application. Regarding strategy for Cloud adoption, the solution identifies for example, 
applications that can be retained on premise or applications that can be hosted on public PaaS. LINKS provides connectors to 
softwares like Cloudscape, ServiceNow, ARIS or Mega to import data.
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Our difference lies in our holistic and 
pragmatic approach
eAPM provides portfolio inventory, rationalization opportunities, proposition of the ‘to be’ Industrial Model, sourcing strategy, 
offshorability, Cloud suitability, etc.

• Span of control within models is 
optimized taking into account total 
numbers of FTE.
• Numbers of T&M supplier 
companies are reduced and a Fixed 
Price preferred partner is selected

•  Number of locations maintained 
at 2.
•  Rightshore model implemented.

•  Must have KPIs are deployed.
•  The coherence of the 
engagement model is improved 
thanks to a higher level of fixed 
price contact

•  ADM tools are fully deployed.
•  Continuous improvement 
process (Lean IT) is in place.

•  Transformation of the delivery 
models of the suppliers: 80% fixed 
price with 75% offshore India, 
except for BI, where offshore is 
limited to 50%.

•  Pyramid of internal resources 
managed at operations model 
level with internal mobility.
•  Stabilization of the turnover.

• Concentration and specialization 
of expert are leveraged.
• Better technological critical mass 
per location thanks to suppliers 
consolidation.

• Distinct levels of supports are 
set up. SLA are signed off and 
service catalog is defined.
• Ticket volume reduction plan is 
deployed.

• Commitment on delivery are 
challenged and formalized.
• High business alignment.
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To-Be score
To-Be Baseline

In 8 weeks, based on our assessment, eAPM

1. Provides unique, fact based insights within a few weeks  
Our bottom-up approach gives you actionable insights - fast

2. Addresses both IT portfolio and organization 
To deliver sustainable IT performance over the long term

3. Generates a practical action plan with committed 
savings 

- we build a transformation plan with you 
- where there is an external role to play we commit on savings

Example of a new IT Organization Efficiency Score
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The information contained in this document is proprietary. ©2017 Capgemini.  
All rights reserved. Rightshore® is a trademark belonging to Capgemini.

For more details contact:

Philippe Roques
Application Strategy Leader 
philippe.a.roques@capgemini.com
+33 6 47 81 46 93 

Safia Matouk
eAPM/LINKSITP Sales Lead 
safia.matouk@capgemini.com
+33 6 12 15 85 60

About 
Capgemini

With more than 190,000 people, Capgemini is present in over 
40 countries and celebrates its 50th Anniversary year in 2017. A 
global leader in consulting, technology and outsourcing services, 
the Group reported 2016 global revenues of EUR 12.5 billion. 
Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business, 
technology and digital solutions that fit their needs, enabling them 
to achieve innovation and competitiveness. A deeply multicultural 
organization, Capgemini has developed its own way of working, 
the Collaborative Business Experience™, and draws on Rightshore®, 
its worldwide delivery model.

Learn more about us at 

www.capgemini.com/eapm


